
INTO THE WILD BY JOHN KRAKAUER ESSAY

Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer Chris McCandless was just a victim of his own obsession. The novel "Into The Wild"
written by John Krakauer revealed the life of a young bright man named Chris McCandless who turned up dead in
Alaska in summer In the novel, John Krakauer.

The temptation of danger and risky activities is central to the book. It is important that child and parents
establish an appropriate relationship that can guide them through their life. It allows people to be inspired, to
find hope. McCandless is a narcissist and believes that he can overcome any challenges that he faces because
he is independent and is smarter than the average person. During the car ride Gallien got to know more about
what Chris was carrying which made Gallien concerned since the young man was unprepared. He went to his
neighborhood and met some people his father knew. This people label McCandless stupid for leaving to
Alaska without the vital equipment. Krakauer included comments from people that said McCandless was
crazy, and his death was his own mistake He does escape from society, but ends up dying in the process. Thus
the story takes a direction in the viewpoints of the people Alex has come across through in his travels. Chis
achieved his desire to escape the artificial consumer society and experience the wildlife with no boundaries.
Of course, no one makes wise choices but following your own aspiration makes a person more alive. This
struggle between parents and children as discussed in In Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer, the life of wealthy
Christopher McCandless is chronicled, and what may have drove him away to traverse the wilds of Alaska,
which ultimately lead to his demise. He wanted to live a life that does not involve around money. McCandless
lived a nomadic life after he graduated from college, traveling from South Dakota to Mexico Their death is
more of a rebirth of a soul, the rebirth of hope. Into the Wild is a very passionate and interesting book. This
was a difficult time for McCandless since he was getting weak and getting close to death. Chris McCandless
had met many people, went unprepared on purpose, traveled on his own, and depended on himself.
Christopher McCandless came from a rich suburb of Washington D. Through Manifest Destiny and, more
recently, expansion into the American Northwest, modern minds have been captured by the allure of the
wilderness. After discovering that his father had a secret secondary family when Chris was young, Chris
pushes away his friends and family and eventually isolates himself. He was a smart and unique person that
wanted to be completely free from society. This some kind of inner demon is driving Christopher during his
adventures. For Chris McCandless did not set out to show or prove his American character. The death of
McCandless has been the subject of controversy since the book was released.


